
Fitness scale
7850

Measurement of muscle, fat and water components, BMI and caloric needs per day
Printout of measurement values
Simple self-explanatory menu guide on the glass surface
Clothing weight value seasonally adjustable
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The fitness scale is ideal for use in fitness studios, pharmacies, nutrition counselling and wellness hotels. With its body
analysis function, in addition to weight and body mass index, the muscle, fat and water content can also be measured
precisely and the current energy metabolism can be determined. The measurement is taken by hand, so that the user can
stand on the scales comfortably and save time while wearing shoes. Compared to currently known analysis scales, the scale
is particularly easy to use and does not require complicated and detailed instructions. With the integrated printer, the weight
and analysis values including individual evaluation can be conveniently printed out, documented and easily tracked over a
longer period of time.

 

 

Available languages:

German, English, French, Spanish, Italian, Greek, Turkish, Hungarian, Dutch, Czech, Danish, Finnish, Swedish, Norwegian,
Slovak, Polish, Russian

Order number
Variation

Approvable Division 
g

Maximum load 
kg

Platform size 
mm

7850.30.001
Fitness scale

No 100 180 365 x 490

Features

Measurement of muscle, fat and water components in the body

Impedance measurement via the hands, no need to take off the shoes

Large LCD display

Indication of time in standby mode

Simple self-explanatory menu guide on the glass surface

No limit on measurement for over- and underweight people

Clothing weight value seasonally adjustable

Automatic data printout of the analysis measurements

Company information on printout individually adjustable with included software

Optional: Company information on printout individually
adjustable prior to delivery (see accessories) 

Extra large platform: 320 x 400 mm

No assembly required - the scale is immediately ready for use

Energy saving auto-off function

Switchable to kg / st / lb units

Mains operation

Products
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Order number
Variation

Description

2500.01.008 Paper for thermal printer (10 rolls, 58 mm)

5751.01.007 Customization of the printout

2557.25.001 UK adapter

Accessories
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